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LETTER FR0M A
soldierSix months ago this soldier was
even as you and I are now. He
could be found at Thor's most any
njght after he had taken hk girl
home, drinking black coffee, wip
ing off the lipstick, and listening
t0 "Why Don't We Do This More

Homesick—for the poker, games
of pool, the bent elbows, and
rose of us still remaining within
our walled gardens, our Everestnigh lvqry towers.

TODAY'S STORY
But it's today we're interested
in, and this is his story, today.

. in the first place, C. O. P.
has spirit that wouldn't -fill a stunt
ed demi-tasse cup. You might as
well tell those 18 and 19-year-old
kids that they had better build up
a spirit, and a good one."

Sheppard Field, Texas
November 9, 1942,
"Dear J—
"Remember me? I have gained
five pounds and they have given _

MUST CHANGE
Spirit? All we have now is the
spirit that leaves the jar for keys
empty—and we've got to do the
almost impossible—take that and

Often?"
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SOLDIER-AN EDITORIAL TO YOU!

me an army haircut and I am
homesick as hell."

turn it into enough intestinal for
titude, (enough guts), to hold on
to a raft for days and nights
without end.
If they don't have a confi
dence in themselves they will start
writing home to Momma to talk
to the Commanding Officer and get
them nice soft desk jobs. They
will eventually try to Goldbrick
(dodge details) and will go on
sick call every day to escape the
rigor of calesthenics.
"You can inform our potential
yardbirds that they will immedi
ately present them with a dose
of salts which will mak£ their

portsides feel like an emery wheel.
Crude, but true."

duty, the taunts of tKe toughest
non-com.

FIGHTING FOR THIS
"I might say again that I'm
homesick and I might be talking
to hear myself talk; but the Amer
ican people love to hear themselves
talk and that is precisely what we
are fighting for."

NO EIGHT O'CLOCKS
They don't have 8 o'clocks
there; they have 5:15's. And when
you cut tlTere, you're all through,
brother, you're all through. They
call it A. W. O. L.. And when
you start talking back you might
as well forget it, 'cause they'll for
get you—and the gold bars too.
It all adds up to this—
"Keep your mouth shut, your
ears open, and respect your super
iors."
That's what the soldier, the buck
private, says to you.

No. That isn't it. He isn't just
talking. The soldier is trying to
tell you, you dolts, that you are
making or breaking your lives
now.
This—these days, these
weeks, these months— this is your
chance to build an armor that will
last through the filthiest K. P.

Stanford Weekend-Pacific
Sends Nine Delegates
Vol. 37
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Turkey? Yes

of other
things
By BOB CONAWAY

ITALIANS ARE finding things
a little trying these days. And with
no especial relief in sight, it promises
to be a hard winter. Even under a
Mediterranean sky.
There is the German army—nothing
less than occupation force instead of
the big-hearted protector of Italian
shores. These big, brusque fellows
eat quite a bit of the soft native
food. And the}- sleep in the best
quarters.

Due to ye human tend
ency on the part of ye
Weekly staff toward ye
aroma of turkey dressing
and contemplation thereof,
there will be no paper next
Wednesday.
Therefore, thou mayest
spend many days before
Thanksgiving—days unmo
lested by eternal wrangling
of ye paper — dreaming
about the slow and wafting
steam of a big plum pud
ding.
Therefore, givest thou
thanks!

No. 10

ARMY RESERVES
MUST ENLIST
THIS YEAR
ERC Plans to Close
Except For Frosh
Enlistment in the Army Enlisted
Reserve Corps will be closed to all
classes other than freshmen on Jan
uary 1, 1943. All short types of en
listments must be sent to the Ninth
Service Command headquarters not
later than December 1. 1942, so that
enlistments can be completed by the
deadline.

Knoles, Winter, Philp Among
Students at Three Convenes
Leslie Knoles, vice president of the Pacific Student As
sociation, and Jeriy Winter, member of the Ex Committee
represented College of Pacific at Palo Alto last week-end when
Stanford was host to the Regional Conference of Northern
California Schools.

Beginning Saturday morning, the con
ference had as its objective solu-

tion of problems confronting the col
leges and the students with "United
and Constructive Student Action in
a World at War" as the principle top
ic.
OPENING TALK
Frank Kidner, professor of eco
nomics at California, opened the con
vention with a short talk on "The
Purpose of the Convention."
The remainder of Saturday morn
ing was devoted to two forums, one
for the women students and one for
the men. The topics discussed were:
"Women in the War" with Miss Ro
salind A. Cassidy of Mills College
leading the discussion, and "Men
Students in War", with Col. Harry
Allen, professor of Military Sci
ence and Tactics at Stanford, presid
ing.
REPORTS DECISION
Miss Knoles reported that the de
cision reached by the round table con
A1 Philp — Christian Leader, cerning "Women in the War" was as
follows;
at Palo Alto last week.
1. Know better what the situation
is.
2. Know what the situation means
for women in general.
3. Know what are the implications.
It was agreed that "College wom
en should determine how they can
(Continued on Page 6)

RECS ARE MUST
All regularly enrolled full-time
college students who are recommend
There is the "Italian Lake" com
ed by the college within the assigned
pletely dominated by enemy warships.
quota are eligible for enlistment pro
The skies reverberate to the thundervided that they have not received
notice from their Selective Service
iug motors of English and American
board.
bombers. No "boot" city or harbor
A release from the draft board for
's ou' °I range of these.
the
purpose of enlisting in the En
Thirty-five students have register
listed Reserve Corps is not required
finally there is the crescent of Al- ed for courses in the Junior College
(Continued on Page 6)
holdings in north Africa, crad Jeep schedule according to Dr. Bawling a
den,
president
of
the
Junior
College,
possible thrust straight at
Rome.
and more are expected to enroll.
NEW COURSES
New courses in air corps mathe
IT
matics and physics have been added
!S THIS latter condition
Which
Wight well cause sleepless to the list. These courses are offered
Shts for Mussolini and his cohorts. to enlisted men who are waiting to
For
any grammar-school education be called, or they are offered as
With the passing of Etta E. Booth, rope, a privilege that gave her much
pre-induction refresher courses to
(ind Benito
.
- — boast of univ
anyone who is in any branch of Civil the College of Pacific has lost the opportunity to copy great pieces.
tra'n'ng) deals with the exPloits
Returning to America, Miss Booth
Service. Dr. Maizlish is the instruct instructor having the longest teach
°f Hamilcar Barca—and his
or of the physics class from 7 to 9 ing career in the history of the school. began her art study in a bare attic
^ Hannibal • "7
on Monday and Wednesday evenings. Miss Booth founded the college de room of the Conservatory building
blam'l ^'a''ans wf" remember that Mrs. Paul Maizlich will instruct the partment of art in 1898, and was on the campus at San Jose. Up
set
out
from
a
Phoenician
tOW]
math class on Tuesday and Wednes Pacific's critic of graphic arts. She until her retirement, she was in
Carthago" to them—and sucwas on the faculty until 1936, when charge of activities and department
day at the same time.
colonized
a
large
part
of
Si'Pain.
she returned to New England, her development. After leaving active
STILL
TIME
'hat 1,- ^'1Cy s'10u'd also remember
work on the campus, slie traveled
In addition to radio code and basic native habitant.
the1 ; '"S SOn to°k over and finished
extensively and attended summerradio, late courses in English, psy
Job.
NAPA TEACHER
school periods to further her own
Yes,
chology, and American Institutions
Miss Booth instructed art at the
tw0 ' Yfannibal took his army over
technique.
have
been
provided
for
the
Jeep
Napa Collegiate Institute, a college
rivercm°Un.ta'n ranSes, several large
CAMPUS PIECES
which was affiliated with the Uni
of |)(' and through half a continent schedule.
Although she was gifted in many
versity
of
Pacific
in
San
Jose,
for
Stl
e
terr
to
hearts '
' T- Straight to the
types
of artistry, Miss Booth's last
twenty years.
tniles °[ an emPire . . . And there,
work was in painting and sketching.
3
most
She was born in Goshen, New
his
oceans—away from
The campus houses many of her
Hampshire, and was an artist from
suPporSe of\ supplies, with no naval
works; three are in the art depart
Us
early childhood.
Her early art
a' ,
"Hatl;
."na^pj
, Carthaginian wizard
ment of Weber Hall. They are all
The quota of men eligible to study career, started in earnest when she
eat successfully each
Viai, scenes along Carmel. An oil paint
at Carson City this session has been was nine, is recorded in a small art
army standing in his way.
ing hangs in the SCA building, and
reduced from twenty-five to twenty. and poetry magazine, "The Garland,"
Miss Nella Rogers, head of the de
The new session began last Monday which she, herself published. She
partment of voice in the conserva
Afgj)
at 6 00 p. m. when all the fellows received her first formal training at
"le'r ger ^ THESE Italians know
tory, possesses a large collection of
gra
"•at pr° Pby, they probably realize met at Carson City for dinner and the Normal Art School in Boston. her works. These include oils, water
Going to the continent later, she
*Verai eSent~day Tunis stands only will end in eight weeks.
colors, pastels and ceramics.
The students from Stockton who studied under Julien and Delacluse,
65
drom
C'arti^
the original site
Miss Booth had hundreds of stud
are
taking
the
course
are
Vernon
Alwell-known
European
artists.
ge- And today United Na"<>ns
ents and potential teachfcrs while she
CUl)ati 00^s are hell-bent on the oc- tree and Robert Renny. Other stud
was at Pacific. There is a book
On
ents are Robert Brown, John Flana PARIS AWARD
Tu„is.
fund in her name in the library, es
While
in
Paris,
Miss
Booth
was
gan, George Garner, Robert GreatNieZ move need not presage a
tablished through the art depart
awarded
a
credential
by
the
Paris
Harry
Hoyt,
Denby
Jones,
W'
'nvasi'^r,
c—•„ Tt,- hflMSP.
ment in 1U38 Aiicc r.r^nn w-r-ft Li

Jeep Schedule
Begins; More
Men Expected

Etta Booth, Founder of Pacific's
Art Departmant, Passes Away

CARSON CITY QUOTA
IS REDUCED FIVE

PSA FRAT MEMBERS
ATTEND CONVENE
Three members of the Pacific Stud
ent Association were in Portland,
Oregon, this week, actively participat
ing in the National Fraternity con
vention being held there.
FRAT REPRESENTATIVES
Rho Lambi Phi is represented by
Bob Nikkei, Omega Phi Alpha byBob Ijams and Alpha Kappa Phi byNeil Rogers. All are prominent
leaders on this campus and were se
lected for the trip because of their
attributes it is disclosed.
The convention itself, an annual
affair, will have no special topic of
discussion. It merely intends to clari
fy- the duties of fraternities during
war-time and what each one can do
during the national emergency.
ARMED FORCE MEN
It is also planned, according to re
ports, that delegates will be given
several criterion for maintaining cor
respondence with old members who
are now in the armed forces.
The party of three left the Pacific
campus on Tuesday. Their date of
rotnrn line nnt
rlofiryifolxr eof
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Drink It Down, Boy!

It'll Do You Good!

It was nearing the end of autumn.
It was not going so good in the Solomons.
There hadn't been a good rain yet.
And there was a war nearing the ending of its first year.
Then there was an editorial that tried.
And somehow these things were an equation that got an
answer.

By JACKIE JUDGE

This week some things began to be done. One or two student
leaders got mad and spoke their minds. Several dormant intelli
gences got a big shock. The Editors heard from some outraged
individuals. This time they had more to say, used better words
saying it. A soldier got good and mad—and told some people off.
Somebody began talking about a war-committee. Somebody else
had something to say about insanity.

• It was a
Thanksgiving

and simp|e
that first
Seventeenth Century New Eng!aj
And yet it was great. Great perhaps
because the numbers were

the food was simple.

i
Bitterness from the
woman whose
husband had been lost these m
days in the forest to the West IT
terness in the girl who had given i»
the most luxurious of all English
homes to follow her heart to the rock
and fog-bound coast of North Amenca. And there could have been ques
tioning in the minds of many as to
whether the easier road of compro
mise with conscience might not have
been better than the roads of ideals
and want.

That great lounging hypothyroid, Apathy, got a jolting shotin-the-arm and by late this week it looked like something was going
to come of it after all.

'End of the Beginning'
They said it was a gray^morning with thunderheads on the
southern horizon close against the coast, and it was darned hot
for winter.

But there was no bitterness, no
hate, and no questioning., For each
within his simple existence had found
happiness. They had not chosen an
easy path, nor the path with happi
ness as the goal. Yet for some rea
son obscure to them, happiness was
theirs. Could this lesson of Thanks
giving mean that Happiness is not
an end, a goal, but rather a by-prod
uct ? There are many who wonder.

And they said the men were pale but clear-eyed and that their
bayonets were fixed.
They said the French were emotional about the whole thing
and that those who gave up and joined us were emotional about
it and those who fought on against us were the same way.
They said that Adolf had got sneaked up on for the first time
in quite a spell and it was a pretty good thing for us Yankees to
be pulling at a time like this.
They said that Mussolini was just about in for a neck-tie
party.

They said that our soldiers would die quite a lot from now on.
They said that Hitler's pincer on Armageddon was obout
to lose one of its prongs and the boot was about to get kicked by
Johnny Dogface.
They said to Lafayette that we were here again.
And they said that home was never like this and the French
and Americans were pals and Fritzie couldn't stand cold steel and
it was sure hot for winter.
They told all about the first American to hit Africa and forgot
all about the second and the third and the third thousand.
They told a Soviet convention that this was the second front
just in case the whole thing might not look just exactly like a sec
ond front to the Soviet convention.
They used three-inch type to talk about Algiers and they for
got about lonely deathly Stalingrad and they said that African
water tasted like hog-wash and they asked for a fried zebra steak
for dinner and told the waiter what he could do when he said there
wasn't any.
And they said that a camel could kick harder than a Missouri
Mockingbird, and wasn't it hot for winter.
They said they got letters from home which they didn't really
get but only hoped for and they concentrated hard on not talking
about Christmas.
They said that Churchill said that "it is not the beginning or
the end or the beginning of the end. It is the end of the beginning."
They said a lot of things.
And the American people didn't have much worry about
what they said because they knew that Uncle Sam had got up be
fore breakfast and was doing a chore or two.

small and

There

have been bitterness andTuTe C°Uld
in the
hearts of the people who sat at n,
at th*
table.

And all this—pro or con, whispered or shouted, discussed in
curses or in scientific terms, denounced or praised—was good for
our college, showed that they had not forgotten how to think,
showed that they should never forget ho wto think.

And they said that we had met up -with the German forces
and were fighting them and they were tough and seasoned and
knew what they were doing and looked awfully young and aw
fully hard.

small

—

College Papers Go Modern!
Weekly Stays the Same
Don't pay any attention to what they say about your paper!
It may be worse than most of the others, but it isn't as small.
Which leads us to that old bit of tingle-lingo—"When you've
got something bad is it gooder to have it more than or less than ?"
Working on the general idea that it's better to have it bigger
when its badder—because you can
tell it easier—the Weekly wishes to
make known the following bits of
fact.
OUT OF STYLE

In California alone, thirty promi
nent student publications have cut
down their paper sizes enough to be
obvious. The ones that remain fullsheet are no longer in style.
Those eminents that have reduced
are careful to call it streamlining in
stead of war-lining and they go glib
ly about putting out their meager pit
tance 'of news just as if it were the
good old days.
Take some of them for in
stance.
The Daily Californian — it
used to be the monarch of the
College Dailies—according, of
course, to it—

PACIFIC
MUSIC
NOTES

By GERALDINE McGALL
There is now a series of studio
radio broadcasts featuring the faculty
members of the College of Pacific
Conservatory of Music.
A week
ago Tuesday, Mr. Elliott appeared on
the program and presented a group
of piano selections.

Last Tuesday Mr. Welton was the
faculty member who performed and
he presented a group of vocal se
Now, they don't call it that any lections the theme of which was
Next Tuesday Miss
more because it comes out with a Dreams.
Miriam
Burton
appears as the guest
skinny four-page edition usually, most
piano soloist and she will present
of which is ads.
the Viennese Waltz" and a group
SUPER MAKE-UP
of Bach and Rachmaninoff.

The Fresno State College—the razThe programs so far presented have
zle, dazzle make-up of their full-size
paper has become mostly razz since een good ones and the ones to
they inaugurated their streamy policy. come promise to be of an equal cali

The Renegade Rip—aptlynamed organ of the Bakersfield
Junior
College—has become
JACK TOOMAY
PHYLLIS DODGE slightly modest. They give out
Editor
Manager
every now and then—nothing
Phone 9-9121
Phone 2-9218
regular, understand — with a
Publishedevery Friday during the College year by the Pacific monstrous paper. It's dimen
student Association. Entered as second class matter October 24, sions: Two pages—back page;
*924, at the Postoffice, Stockton, California, under the act of front page. Pictures—half col
March , 1879. Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage umn stories — seventeen words
24°^924 ^°r 'n ^ect'on 193, October 3, 1917, authorized October in length (mostly "ands" and
"buts").
FRANCES BOCEK
*
News Editor
NOTE : Microscopes are not furn
ROBERT CONAWAY
ished!
OTHER SMALLIES

ber. Don't forget to listen to these
broadcasts, music majors in particu
lar.

Thanksgiving is a time for remin
iscing as are most holidays. A time
to remember the three years in sucsuds your mother was using to wash
suds you mother was using to watsh
the kitchen floor.
A time to smell
again the steamy unmistakable rich
ness of plum puddings.

A time to eat once more the su
gar and spice and everything nice
that life was made of, then.

But like the Mississippi River,
compus life rolls on- seemingly as
ever. You sit in class and hear a
grown-up teacher refer to himse
as "Turpsy". And in another period
your mind flies out of the window
as you try to picture for your owa
amusement what the backgroun
the prof, is that leads him to enunci
ate doctrines so opposite to y°
own.
,
You finally lose your temper an
declare war on those narrc*w
souls who preach brotherhood*
open- mindedness so much tha
refuse to live in the realism ot
every day world.
'<
The group that thought in its ^
ier years that it could
world and Tammany Ha
s
that even a reform in o e
more and more (perhaps " dresSingly) like the same o
^
ed up in new colors, no P
^
go,dl but a combination o
blue and canary yellow.
coUeg ,
uS
The veneer of collegeuS
ffl0St of
thicker anu
and thicker.
tmcxer
uiiw"-" An
reni
begin to find it difficu l t J{ ^
honest, even with ours, ' If «'e
stand alone, we stay a ° oB,e the
go with a group we ^ fef0rmsame as the group we try e.taugbt
And we learn the exp
~ - e ,-ng ;n tF
lesson that the hardes
^
world is to practice what y ^ f0ji.
So, campus life on t e

merrily on.
But beneath it all
- are r ,v.ay of
5'°
of what may change °u . Q
ing. There are those fl{
gr
going further down
fratef^
ting caught, ofP^V^
the state, the mob alw y ^ pej
who see when
are those wtto
yjw
do
not
justify
the
e
'^pse
sln
«°\T
V,
S »n next month's
ends in
S™*
- essiah
and they will definitely
be here if the date set for the Oratonal does not conflict with a day
J
that
«,:n i _
« . . .
Mr. Oliver has been rehearsing his
bass solo parts with the chorus durlng 1 le Tuesday evening classes.
Vivian Anderson and her partner
famous Madrigal singers on this
continent and in Europe have been
contacted by Mr. Bodley in an effort

_
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Stanford University Has
The Right War Fever!
All Sorts of Drives
By

LUCY HARDING

Perhaps you feel that we've been running this "chin-up-head
,y efn-ff
'•w-wffa wm'
v-_ ii
high—'grotta.
win V # #
stuff mto the ground." Some people
do.
Well, our generation didn't ask for this mess and isn't respon
sible for it.
But it's here and we're in the middle of it. So now
have to wander around the dark
until we find Light.
After all, you can't run an intang
ible buoyant thing like Victory into
the ground. It's something that has
to be held up away from other things
—something that has to be locked
in hearts so that it shines out of eyes
and pours from jubilant mouths.

'Labour's Lost Still Has
Two Nights To Run

Theatre Set
For French
Play!

Indians Have Inaugurated

There will be try-outs for the
production next semester of a
French play. As yet the play
to be selected is undecided, but
the title will be announced on
Monday, November 24, when the
try-outs are to be held.
If you are a French student
and are interested, c o m e to
room 212, Monday at 4:15, at
which time the cast will be
chosen.

Kahan Opus Deemed Fine
By Weekly Drama Editor
By SALLY RINEHART
The players were ready and Thursday night was the open
ing of the Will Shakespeare comedy Love's Labour's Lost.
The cast will perform again this evening, November 21, and
Saturday evening, the 22nd. The place, as previously an
nounced is the Studio Theatre.
Love's Labour's Lost is the
first in a series of five produc
tions to be presented in the
Studio Theatre this season.

we

Labyrinth

Collegiana

Ode to a Nurse!
Miss Weaver
Enjoys Campus

By GERALDINE McGALL

"This is all very new to me, I have
never been interviewed before,"
WE'VE GOT IT
Or else, we haven't got it—and blushingly stated Miss Emily Weaver,
the newest reason for increased visits
maybe will never have it.
to
the infirmary.
To get the point. We're not tell
ing you that you "have to" do this GRIDDERS HAVEN
Miss Weaver is a tall young lady
or that to aid in the war effort. We're
with short, curly, dark hair and a
not making any parallels
But, listen to the campaigns of a winning smile. To her the football
players rush with their various bruis
well-known university referred to
es,
and the girls smile while she
as "the Farm", the "Indian's Tepee"
stuffs tliem with nasty medicine.
—or simply just Stanford U.
Miss Weaver, now out of training
First came the "Clean Your
Plate Campaign".
Stanford's for about three years, received her
Betty Co-Eds and Joe Colleges cap from the San Joaquin General
Hospital. Before her transfer to the
pledged themselves to forget
infirmary,
she was on the nursing staff
their
childhood
prejudices
against spinach and liver. Soon, of the East Oakland Hospital. She
now holds the position which had
the patterns began to wear off
been filled in the past few years by
the fraternity and dormitory hall
dinner plates—and students were Miss Iva Adcock who is working in
healthier. But, more important, San Francisco at the present time.
WE'RE THE KIDS
food was conserved.
Miss Weaver says, "I think it is
LEFT HEAP HOME
very nice here, and I enjoy working
Next come "Car-less Wednesdays".
with the kids."
Students and faculty left the "heap"
at home and walked or pedaled to
class with complete disregard to dis
tances. Empty parking lots resulted
in rubber and gasoline conservation.
Crowded sidewalks were responsible
(Continued from Page 1)
for increased sociability.
has
disregarded
his Vichy treaty and
Thursdays saw the rise of "Stamp
Day" and the sale of at least one 25- has taken southern France.

OF OTHER
THINGS

cent War Stamp to all students who
could afford them. In four weeks,
the stamp sales jumped from 40 per
cent student body participation to 72
Per cent. Results? Contributions
amounted to enough to buy 11 Army
Peeps," one of which costs $50Q.
(Some fraternities are levying all
their fines in War Stamps).

DIMES FOR DIPLOMAS
Thursday seemed to be an extra
special day, for it also saw the
Dimes for Diplomas" collection,0Ps for anybody's money.
For the
students obliged to enter the service
before finishing
college, a fund for
scholarships enabling re-enrollment
after the war has been established.
B°th
graduate and undergraduate
students will be eligible. Throughout
'he campus, dimes are collected at
fach Thursday dinner hour.
(That
S'ould whet any Reserve man's appe
tite!)

There is an easier way, and even
the Carthaginians realised it back
three centuries B. C.
Carthage occupied that hump of
Africa which is nearest Italy. From
there it is less than a hundred miles
to Sicily—and Sicily practically
touches the boot toe . . .

Representative students from
four major J. C. campuses gathered
this week at Davis for the California
Club convention. The fact that many
students have in the past, and even
now, failed to appreciate the institu
tion was evidenced by the reports of
graduates who are now receiving ad
ditional training in Eastern schools
before entering actual service.
Schools all over the country are
losing men students by the thousands
and in order that advanced students
may secure diplomas at a much earl
ier date than originally scheduled,
so as to enable them to have a com
plete college education before enter
ing the service, school hours are be
ing lengthened, subjects increased,
and much extra-curricular work add
ed.
The University medical school in
San Francisco is really all out in its
effort to supply sufficient doctors for
the armed forces as well as civilian
needs. In order to increase the sup
ply of physicians, the school has rais
ed the number of students per depart
ment from 64 to 72.
Students are required to attend
three semesters a year instead of the
former two, cutting their training to
two and two-thirds years.
Practically the entire student body
of the College of Dentistry has en
listed in either the Army or Navy
reserve corps.

Stanford's "War Fair" (similar to
Pacific's Victory Drive last spring)
' Tiired 10-cent war stamps as ad
mission and sold punch and cake
made from sugar substitutes (instead
'he usual hot dogs and coke).
army. Oh no, these would be differ
;I CTORY EDITION
ent They would spit lead and fire
. 0 further the University's war ef- and would have the names of Ameri
°rt' 'he Stanford Daily issued a 24can generals . . •
age Victory Edition" (with a cir•"ation 0f 11,000"copies!) and the
edit,0r
received a congratulatory wire
;-r
SO MANY are the contemplations
°m Henry Morgenthau, Jr., secre- of the Italian citizen. He might even
°f the Treasury.
now find time to ponder the worth
of his duce, to wonder what are the
1you
say?
we ~
. D-—we've said we're not benefits of the fascista.
to°hKe 3ny Parallels> nor trying
He probably remembers the pledges
bore you, nor making any by which Mussolini rode into dicta
0*Parisons—
torship; the futility of campaigns in
- ut' let's see some action— Ethiopia and Spain; the unexpressed
s^oe fits—or
hits
the hint opposition to the present war.
He remembers these things vividly,
then recalls his Italian history. His
Mrs
Hermit Roosevelt has ac- tory made living by the daring ex>ted
,.(r, Section as a member of the ploTts of nation-builders a century
:
trustees of Hnhart and Wil- P'01tsr.o.ibaldi and Maz-

NEW TALENT
From the looks of rehearsals and
the opening performance, Pacific has
a'great amount of new talent. Wally
Campodonico and Dave Farley are
familiar faces on the stage, and as
always turn in excellent perform
ances. But this can also be said
of the newcomers, Bob Nichols, who
incidentally does fine comedy; Pat
Barrett, who is quite gracious in
her role as the Princes of France;
George Tomajan, always a surefire
comedian and others in the cast such
as Martha Locks, Betty Hellbaum,
Louis Castonza, Louise Hall, Winan
Thompson and Marvin Morganti,
who all deserve mention for their
roles in the production.
STUNNING SET
The set is striking in its many
colors of green harmonizing expert
ly with the costuming and lighting;
There is a lot to be said of the
Studio Theatre and the boys and
girls who perform there. Not only
arc these small theatre productions
worth seeing, but worth remember
ing for quite some time. The actors
and actresses there are under the
vigilance of DeMarcus Brown who is
always looking for new talent. The
plays selected by the student direct
ors are not always simple in the
sense of the word. Nor are they
always plays which have been tried
and tested by other casts and audienc
es. More often than not they are
experimental and do not pretend to
be otherwise.
BUSY GIRL
It is for this reason that we con
gratulate Lillian Kahan, who inci
dentally is a very busy girl in, as well
as outside of, the Little Theatre.
She has done a fine bit of directing.
I know that those of you who
have seen, or are planning to see
Love's Labour's Lost will enjoy
it and will become enthused
about the work these students
are doing.

University coeds have gone all
out for the war effort, especially
when it comes to itching!
Stanford sorority was hostess to a
group of service men 4his week. The
living room was decorated effective
ly with greens which several of the
girls had tracked down in nearby
hills.
The poor gals learne dthe hard
way—a few days later 12 of them
and the housemother were down with STREAMLINED COLLEGE
acute cases of poison oak.

HERE, THEN, it seems is the
easier route to invasion. Hannibal's
predecessors tried it and failed. But
they had previously lost control of
the sea. The U. N. have this and
The yniversity of San Francisco
also mastery of the air. Malta, lying
just south of the island and east of desarves our word of praise this
Tunisia, has been kept just for such week: A revitalized War Activities
Committee swung into action with
a need.
What would be sweeter than a short the announcement that USF will have
second "Blood Donors' Day"—A
over-water hop, a 100-mile march
across the island, another jump over booth being set up in the main hall
to handle the Don donors—in July
the Straits of Messima into Italy?
Then there would be elephants at the first day over two-hundred of
marching again toward Rome. But the student body and factulty gave a
they wouldn't be the lumbering pint of blood each for use in the
pachyderms of Hannibal's oriental armed services.
zini and Cavour easily overshadow
any in the country today.
Then, there was the original Vic
tor Emmanuel, who had the backbone
to organize and fight for his new
Italy—not against it. That's just the
way they did things then.

BUT MAYBE

every hope isn't
gone. This Italian also remembers
that U. N. leaders have promised
to treat his country fairly after they
have cleaned out the European sty.
They say they are fighting His lead
ers, not him.
Perhaps this is one statement he
can believe. It doesn't have a gun
behind it anyway.
Thirty—
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PAPERS ARE
IN STYLE

(Continued from Page 2)
edition every now and then in red
white and blue ink—but still can't
get around its size.
The Sacramento Jaysee Pony
Express—started out last year
to be the outstanding news mag
azine in the nation. It looked
like and read like an adolescent
Time or Newsweek.
PONY AXE-PRESS
The Sacto outfit had plenty to say
abount their publication. But that
doesn't go any more. They come
out every once in a while. Still the
same old front. But you could use
the thing as an alternate to your
rusty razor blade if you really need
ed it.
And that's what's happened to the
college papers in the first year of the
war.
Next year you'll get a wad of wrap
ping stuff with a line or tvyo scrib
bled on it.
GOES ON AND—
But don't worry. That happens
to others. Not to us. The Weekly
goes on forever!
Because a hunk of worser is better
bigger!

First Aid Girl
Acts Coolly
In Emergency
It happened on the California
campus.
But it could happen on any campus.
And it could happen to everybody
—which includes you. Especially
you!
ONE-ACT DRAMA
Characters: A First Aid Instructor.
A hard-working pupil of First Aid
(female). A man bleeding profusely
from the head.'
It happened like this:
The girl pupil rushed to her
First Aid teacher and said, "You
will be proud of me. I was
walking down the street and
came upon this terrible accident.
There was a man lying under
his wrecked car and he was
bleeding profusely from a great
big hole in his head.
"I knew just what to do."
Said the instructor innocently,
"What did you do?"
INSTRUCTOR FAINTS
Said the pupil, "I put my head
down between by knees to keep
from fainting!"
Whereupon, guess what the in
structor did?

TAKE IT
EASY
(Continued from Page 2)
of Diogenes could end? Perhaps he
might find
his honest man being
born in the thoughts of those who
are putting on the brakes. He might
find him sitting thoughtfully in the
stacks listening to the slap-slap of
the rain on the leaves windswept to
the ground.
It is such things as these that
we are turning to now. The honesty
may seem obscure to you now. But
it manages to break through even the
thickest veneer here and there.
There's not much sugar left. It's
rationed now. And the spice is fast
disappearing from the shelves. We
just have the simple things of life
to be thankful for, the simpler foods,
the less costly entertainments, the
plainer clothes.
Those were the virtues of early
New England—and somehow it
seems that there is no bitterness for
the boy lost these many days in the
ocean to the West, no bitterness in
the girl what had at least her few
weeks of happiness, and no question
ing in- the minds of those who have
chosen the rationed road of ideals
and want.

There can be only thanks given
for a lesson bitter for the Master
to teach, and bitter for us to learn.
Captain Jack London, 1901, gradu
ate of the Naval academy, is new
commandant of the University of
Texas naval ROTC.
Rare books dealing with early May
an civilization have been given the
library of Washington State college
by Mr. and Mrs. Roy Merritt
Enrollment at Catholic University
of America has reached 1,875.
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The Tiger Rag

Letters to
the Editor

lege should stand beside the sounds
of Corregidor, the Solomons, and
North Africa?
Dear Editor: .
Weldon West
The Pacific Weekly editorial two
V-7 Navy Reserve
Alpha Kappa Phi
weeks ago was strangely enough
a bombshell on the Pacific campus.
•
Our courageous and daring young Why Don t We
men of the enlisted reserves— Sing Now?
those same patriotic, self-sacrific- Dear Editor.
Perhaps you do not have much
ing fellows remaining in school in- t() say about assemblies> but j am

V-7 Man Issues
A Challenge!

Mil Phi Epsilon Graduates
Co-ed Society
Kappa Lambda Recital
Lamb, Coggin, Collins.Are The
Holds Tea
Harriet Grey Is Chairman
Of Music Gathering
Mu Phi Epsilon, Honorary Music
Society for Women, held a formal
musical and tea honoring freshman
and sophomore women music stud
ents, last Sunday afternoon from 3
to
to o at the beautifully appointed
home of Mrs. J. Russell Bodley, on

Featured Artists On Program

Last Tuesday night the Conservatory presented
Kappa Lambda graduate recital, featuring Austin Go 6
ist; Chrisse Woolcock Collins, soprano; and Nc
^
Gorman

Lair

violinist.
These performers are all Pacific
graduates and are well experienced
in giving'concerts They possess ex
stead of seeing action through the hoping that you can answer a quesceptional talents, this was seen by the
draft boards—were aghast that tion that is on my mind as well
Stadium Drive.
fine performance that they gave.
anyone should hint of draft dodg- as several other students around
GREY CHAIRMAN
Mr. Coggin opened the program by
ing. Wallowing in the reflected the campus.
The chairman of the tea was Har
presenting the Bach-Vivaldi "Organ
glory of the Marines, Navy or
As long as I have been attendriet Grey. The new members-elect
Concerto in D Minor."
who were honored were Betty Herthe Air Corps, Jie College was 'ng C. O. P. assemblies, the studMaestro.
ent
rick, Phyllis Magnuson and Marian
frightened because someone might
body has always stood up and
Installation of the Baxter Mei,,0r
Fugue.
destroy his little world of love, sanS Pacific Hail at the conclusion
Sill.
ial Window was completed last p
Largo.
ri
The address of welcome was deliv
light and leisure that exists in the of every meeting. • This semester,
day and seen for the first time,
Finale.
ered by Miss Marcella Thorp, presi
midst of struggle. Too bad! 1 we have only sung the song once.
The whole concerto was definite the chapel services on Sunday j
dent of Mu Phi.
Tuesday.
I challenge these hardly Ma- The students have always stood
ly Bach, especially the Fugue.
A program presented by several
rines, Sailors and Airmen to give t0 sing' but no one has aPPcared
It was dedicated to the Colb
Mrs. Collins, accompanied at the
members was' as follows: Piano solo,
A/fr-c R i
it
us good reason to doubt the to lead them' The student-body
piano by Mary Ellen Neil, sang a by Mrs. Baxter to the memory ,
Carol Hannah; violin duet, Mildred
Weekly's editorial. I dare you to leaders say that the students lack
Mr.
Thomas
F.
Baxter,
former pres
group of Old English songs:
Marsh and Vivian Bradley; Marcella
display the initiative and back- sPirit WeII> if they wi" not Iead
'dent of the Board of Trustees of th
Dido's Lament
Purcell
Thorp, soprano, accompanied at the
bone you brag so much about by us what do they exPect us to do?
College of Pacific.
Have You Seen But a White
piano by Wilhemina Harbert, who
A Sophomore.
using your time developing an
Grow
In the Time of James I CHANCEL WALL
also delivered an informal address
excellent (not just good) back
Sweet Was the Song She Sang
The window is of stained glass, 10
to the guests.
ground of the science pertaining Dear Editor:
Attey
cated on the north wall of the chan
In answer to the above inquiry,
WATSON TALKS
to your branch of service, to deI've Been Roaming.
Horn
eel, and contains much hidden sym
velop your physique for active there are various reasons for
A short address was given by Miss
Norman Lamb, most recent grad holism according to reports.
warfare, to gain insight on the omitting the Hymn after the genBeulah Watson, dean of women.
uate, presented "La Folia" by CorelThe theme of the window is "Th
world situation, to save time, ener- cra' Thursday assemblies. For one
The guests were greeted at the li-Kreisler, with Miriam H. Burton
Archangel Gabriel and the Archan
gy and money from the perpetual thing time has not allowed this
door by Harriet Grey and Marcella at the piano.
gel Michael" designed to carry on
dancing and fussing-around so practice since many of the assemThorp.
Mrs. Collirts then gave her last the pattern of the large window™
characteristic of Pacific men, and blies ran over-time. This was due
Pouring for the afternoon was Mrs. group which included:
the west wall of the chancel, stater
to work as though you realized to the necessity of procuring toHorace I. Brown. Mu Phi members
On a Moonlit River
Barnett
Mr. Ritter in a memorandum.
how personal this war is for you. mato pickers and workers for the
served.
To One Who Passed Through
In addition, I challenge the numerous defense industries. SecHAND OF GOD
Patronesses who were present were
the
Night
Gibbs
Fraternities to live up to the ond> many students didn't think it
"Over the one figure you will noti
Mrs. Gordon, Mrs. Norton and Mrs.
To An Invalid
Golde
mouthings we hear coming from important enough. And third, pi
the symbolic Descending Dove, whicl
Brown.
An Open Secret
Woodman
them. What about a little leader- ano accompaniment could not be
represents the Holy Spirit. The satin
The second selection and last Se
ship? Why don't you, the "big procured.
symbol is repeated in the Rose Win
lections were especially enjoyed by
dow on the east wall," continues the
shots" of the campus, drop your
However, I do agree that the
the audience.
high school attitudes for a while Hymn should be sung after every
memorandum.
Hungarian Danse No. 1
by working together without the general assembly of the College of
"In the other window we see tit
Brahms - Joachim
inane feuding, toward building an Paci'fic and the Stockton Junior
Hpnd of God, which for the first
Melodie
Gluck-Kreisler
intelligent, well-prepared group as College. At any rate the fault does
eight or nine centuries of Christiani
Danse Espanole (from LaVida
your part of the conflict?—And not and should not fall on the yell
ty was the universal symbol of God,
Breve)
De
Falla-Kreisler
Idea Provides for Continued
the moaning of Pacific's Joe Col- leaders.
Boyd Thompson.
during which time no attempt was
Mr. Lamb's second and last group.
Development of Chapel
made to portray Him in human form
Mr. Coggin then came back to
the statement concludes.
—
An Altar Guild Birthday box, con- present his second group, and to
v e n i e n t m e a n s b y w h i c h a l l s t u d e n t s , close the program.
r T r _ .
RADIO STUDIO GIVES
Auf dem Wasser su singen—
faculty members, and friends may
NEW PROGRAM
(Barcarole)
Schubert - Liszt
participate in a continuous plan for
Danse Grotesque
J. R. Bodley
Marking another step in the prog
developing the equipment, art objects
Tango
Edwin Schulhoff
ress of Pacific's campus radio studio,
and interior beauty of the Morris
Humoresque
Balfour Gardiner
student talent this afternoon pre
70 Chapel, has been placed at the Busi
Mr. Lamb is connected with the sents a new program—an exPen
ness Office windows in the Adminis
Stockton Army Air Field band.
mental theatre." This opening P
tration building.
Mrs. Collins is continuing her formance, a dramatization of P
WOMEN'S IDEA
work in Turlock. Mr. Coggin is a ling's "The Phantom Rickshaw,
The Morris Chapel Altar Guild is
local piano teacher.
be on the air at 4:15 p.m.
a. group of prominent California wo
The entire recital was a great sueDrama Major Elinor Sireloy
men, friends of Pacific, headed by
cess, much work being put forth by wrote* the radio adaption. In aflly
Mrs. Leslie Richardson, formerly sec
Pi Kappa Lambda to make it so.
tion she is doing the producing »
retary to President Knoles. The Guild
The accompanists should also re- directing. Hers will be the task »•
members have established a basic
ceive merit: Miss Neil gave Mrs. week of determining what the I
fund for the development of Chapel
Collins fine support. Miss Burton's ers will dramatize.
projects. A beautiful silver com
accompaniment was quite difficult,
munion service is one of the first
especially "La Folia" and the "Danse
contributions of the group.
Espanole."
70
F O X
The Birthday Box plan for aug
Mr. Coggin's conception of Mr.
menting the Guild funds Js to have
Bodley's "Danse Grotesque" did cred
all friends deposit therein pennies,
it to the composition.
equivalent in number to the number
of years of the donor. Contribut
ors are requested not necessarily to
SUNDAY
wait until their birthdays to make
"Donkey Parade"
deposits.
FLYING TIGERS

Memorial Window
Completed; Shows
Two Arch Angels

Birthday Box Is
Plan of Guild

THE STERLING

*

>

o
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Super stuff for you gals with
beaux on your minds—a
two-piecer-embroidered Baskette dirndl-like skirt with
soft impressed pleats. Fur
lough Rayon Crepe blouse
boasts the new bracelet
sleeves. Raisin Brown/Raisin Brown on Natural, Over
seas Blue/Overseas Blue on
Natural, California Wine/
California Wine on Natural.
Sizes 9-15-

*12.95
Other Carol
King Models
$7.95 and Up

1/

The STERLING
MAIN AND HUNTER

PROMINENT PEOPLE
Other members of the Altar Guild
include
,
,,Mrs. Percy Morris of Berkeley, Mrs. O. D. Jacoby, Oakland,
Mrs. Paul Davxes and Mrs. John D.
Crummey of San Jose, Mrs. George
Wilson of Clarksburg, Mrs. Alfred
Fergusson of Byron, and Mrs. J. T.
Blinn Mrs. Tully C. Knoles, Mrs.
O H Ritter and Miss Ruth Ferguson,
all of Stockton.
CAN JEWS, PROTESTANTS
AND CATHOLICS MEET;
IS TOPIC OF DISCUSSION

PUBLICATIONS
COMMITTEE
WILL MEET

Bob Conaway, chairman of the
Publications Committee, announces
that the group will meet this afternoon at four.
Progress reports will be presented
by Margaret Stimmann and Betty
Morrison for the Naranjado, Jack
Toomay and Phyllis Dodge for the
WEEKLY. Others expected to at
tend are Paul Craven, Dick Barkle,
and Miss Eleanor McCann, faculty
advisor.

"Can Jews, Protestants and Catho- Sweater DailCe Tc
lies Meet will be the discussion at T*
the next meeting of the Crossways
OttlOUTOW
nhich is to be held Tuesday, Novem^
D„„,, forge, ber 24, at 4:15 in the SCA building. Dance „Z
• ,. *
„er
Speakers will beJUbbi Levy, Dr. in £SSf
' '°

35u"£a

T ° , h s » » « —.

CALIFORNIA
John Wayne

HENRY ALDKICH

Friday

MY SISTER

E

Rosalind R"**"

Bryan Ahef0

PACIFIC

bulldogs' Gobble Hobble
js Pledges' Masterpiece

Thanksgiving was the theme of the informal dance given bypall pledge class of Omega Phi Alpha.

The affair was held at the fraternity house last Satu
evening from 9:00 to 1:00. The

day

ledges devoted many hours in decsiting the walls in an autumnal fa
The bids wei*e especially clev-

shion.

consisting of corn husks as the

<r,

'

Annex Holds
Victory Dig

covers.
^
°f the
given Friday night, Novem
class, should receive a bouquet for
ber 13th, by the members of WomRed, white, and
the work he went to in making the en's Hall Annex.
Jack

Onyett, president of the pledge

dance a great success.
blue decorated the walls and flags
The members and their guests in- were banging everywhere. Many big
name bands were present via the
clude:
. „
. T
„ ,
phonograph. The dance committee
Henry Ornellas and Inez Knutson, consisted of Sodal Chairman Dot.
George Ker and Florence Dwelley, tie Huffman; decorations, Jean
gob Ijams and lone Angwin, Erwin Lasher; bids, Frances Jameyson and
Fererand Mary Gwinn, Walt Gold-

Galvin; refreshments, Billie
Thorpe; clean-up, Ruth Bath and
man and Marilyn Padula, Fred Taioli
„ ,
Jessie Franks. The sponsors were:
TT
and Germame Sala, Homer Werner Mr and Mrs Garrigan and Mjss Mae
Eleanor

and Jean Miller, Sibley Bush and Shaw.
The members and their escorts
Margaret Ann Ernst, Daren McGavren and Sally Jones, Bud Stefan were Cissy Rasmussen and John Mat
thews ; Florene Richards and Bill
and Marcella Dobrasin, Jim Dough
Roberts; Jean Lasher and Chuck Les
erty and Norma Trembly, Bob Mc- ter; Billie Thorpe and George DedeMurtry and Jean Beaton, Ralph Netz- kam; Winanne Thompson and Dave
er and Ellen Kuhn, Irving Fritz and Farley; Katherine Mealer and Don
Phillips; Pattie Schuler and Herschel
Barbara Thompson.
George Moeller and Gerry Averitt, Scott; Dorothy Huffman and Frank
Jack Onyett and Pat Curtis, Leo Po- Bessac; Margaret MacDonald and
chini and Barbara Bristol, John Bush Loyal Mealer; Dottie Hattick and
and Ardyth Bock, Fremont Kingery Werner Heimann; Betty Thomson
and Ruth Tutton, Hal Walline and and Clinton Peck; Jessie Franks and
Phyl Hamakar, Bill McGovern and Milton Valentine, and Frannie Ja
Lois Johnson, Milt Valentine and meyson and Warner Holden.
Betty Jean Young, Jack Cooley and
Eveline Miller, Don Edwards and
. .
—
Carol Monroe, John Lundblad and JyltQY OlIftdlVl
Jane Skinner, Warren Townsend
and Pat Kengal, Bob Howard and
Directress Has
Mary Beth Mooers, Jack Potter and
Helen Spanos, Len Hughes and BerCast Party
nice Kampschmidt, Russ Gibeson and
Jerri Bryan.
Lillian Kahan Plans
Ted Clark and Norma Sprague, Joe
Kegler and Barbara Cadden, Jay
Festival After Play
Deck and Vera Broder, Louis Coward and Marion Little, Ken Graue and By MARY DEAN LINDSLEY
bucy Harding, Dave Farley and Lor«ine ThyritT Harry^ Hammer and
Jean Agers, Lt. Lloyd Hebbron and
Scott Beatie, Ensign Bill Biddick and
Jane Thresher, Cadet Bob Monagan
and Bev Gardiner, Cadet Les Dow
and Betty Behney, Cadet Joe Mitche" an(J Fran McNeil, Marty Locke

ON WHOM
THE BELLES
TOLD

1 EDITOR

Scott Beatie

Thanksgiving Theme Carved Out
By Hard-Working Yearlings
he
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j Autumn Dig! ;
Co-opers Set |
I For Fall Affair!

§

I Final details have been ironed
| out and the co-op house is all pre
pared to welcome its members and
their guests to its first social dance
of the season. "Autumn" has been
chosen as the theme and the house
has been properly bedecked to fit
the occasion. All dancing will be
done to the tune of recordings
and the affair will be of the ging
ham and jean variety.

PATRONS ATTENDING
Hosts and hostesses for the
dance will be Mr. and Mrs. Turpin Emory Fast and guest, and
Mrs. Mae Coker the housemother.
Committee heads for the occa
sion have been Ruth Dudley, Mary
Cayot, Pearl Steiner, and Wen
dell Schumacher. This dance, as
are all other social affairs, has
been headed up by Miss Genevieve
Jones, our very able social chair
man.

THEME EATS
Refreshments m e e t i n g t h e
theme's requirements will be served.
• • • • • • • • • • • "I'

MANOR HALL IS
PLANNING TEA
At the last Manor Hall meeting,
November 16th, the discussion was
centered around the tea which will
be held on Nevember 22nd in honor
of their housemother, Mrs. Orr.

The general chairman for the tea
is Alice Saecker. Eleanor Sizelove
and Ruth Ensley are in charge of
the invitations. Hazel Utz, table ar
rangements; Norma Cleveland, dec
orations ; Alta McClintock, music;
Carolyn Herrick, patrons, and Mari
an Gait, cleanup, are aiding. The of
ficers of the house will be on the
The house lights come up. The receiving line. They include: Florlasrwrmirks&faTlen"on"the%econd ence Gholtz, president; Betty Hersuccessful night of Love's Labour's rick, vice president; Georgia Petertreasurer; and EdLost produced and directed in the son, secretary
pacific Studio Theatre by Lillian wina McBride, historian Miss Wjens
Kahn, star of Ladies in Retirement and Miss Breniman will pour The
tea will be from 3:00 to 5:00 and
a„d many other upstairs shows.
STAR-GAZING
everyone wi
>e we come

Alpha Thete
Keep Custom
Exchange Meeting With
Archania Is Tradition
Continuing a traditional event. Al
pha Theta Tau held an exchange
meeting with Archania last night attheir sorority house. From 7:30 to
9:30 the fella's and co-eds sat
around in informal groups enjoying
dessert and being entertained by tal
ented members from both houses.

SKIT PRESENTED

A somewhat quiet weekend high
lighted by the Annex dance, and
Omega Phi's dance for pledges.

BRIGHT SIGHTS AT OMEGA
PHI'S DANCE:
Handsome Navy men, Les Dow,
Bob Monogan, Bill Biddick, and Joe
Mitchell, all looking sharp in their
Navy Blues. Joe brought down Fran
McNeil—seemed like old times.
Dick Barkle looking happy (?)—
with cute Carolyn Kuhn. Sister El
Icn grabbing off tall handsome Netzer. Watch that you two!
Coosome twosome Jean Beaton and
Bob McMurtry, the real McCoy kids.

NOMINATIONS OF THE
WEEK:

Typical campus co-ed: Janet Har
A skit was given by the Alpha
Thete pledges. Gladys Cowan played per.
Cutest couple around:
Marilee
a number on the piano and Marilyn
Padula and Hilma Hill danced for Shepard and Francis Wilkinson.
Freshman girl's dream man: Bob
the group.
Tumelty.
So that all present would become
Perfect couple: Phil Dodge and
well acquainted, the secretaries of
each house read the roll. To suc Bob Nikkei.
Best dressed girls of the week:
cessfully end the pleasant evening,
Alpha Thete's Mary Gwynn and Pereveryone joined in community singing.
As everyone left, they felt that more sis Johnson.
Happiest fellow on campus: Moose
of these exchange meetings are
Ijams since lone is again wearing his
needed to bring the houses closer
gold football.
together.
Typical Junior Commando girl: Liz
TURKEY DINNER
Cattori.
A huge Thanksgiving dinner held
OBSERVATIONS
Wednesday night was greatly enjoy
Billie Thorp and George Dedakam
ed by all Alpha Thetes who had back together after a short intermis
looked forward to this annual event
sion.
with much relish.
To Those Two Alpha Thete Pledg
Guests of honor were Mrs. Jones
es : A word to the wise should be
and her daughter, Sally, a former
sufficient. DON'T OVERDO IT!
member of the sorority.
Jackie Judge working as hard as
ever for Archania.
Len Gundert looking extremely
handsome in his Navy Air Corps uni
form. Who were you looking for,
Len?
All the girls on campus trying their
The members of Epsilon gracious
hardest to get dates to Rhizomia's
ly welcomed their mothers and pa
Hell Dance, the event of the semes
tronesses into the house for the
ter.
club's monthly business meeting Mon
day afternoon. For the enjoyment
and instruction of those present, Mrs.
4 9 Main & El Dorado
Hogue lectured on and demonstrat
Phone 2-4893
DRUG Poplar & Yosemite
ed floral decorations.
Phone 2-5143
Many of the girls in the house
CO .

HOUSE MOTHER IS
GIVEN RECEPTION

accepted the club's invitation to rn^et
the mothers and patronesses informally over pie and coffee.'after which
Jackie Easby vice president of Epslion, cordially thanked them on behalf of the house for the apples and
popcorn which were sent on Hallow
e'en.
Mrs. Phil Beaton, club president,
presided at the meeting.

and Barbara Fagin, Dick Barkle and _ Tonight, of course, will be the
Caroline Kuhn, Sam Chaney and second njght 0f the show so we're
er'e Goble, Bill Scott and Mary
star_gazing into the future by just a
L°u Nunan.
few hours. As that final curtain
falls the justifiably jubilant cast
DANCING
makes for their dressing rooms. On
The Romance of Religion is the
with the cold cream—off with the subject chosen by guest speaker Rev. ! Wednesday — Saturday
war-paint. Off with the regal robes Booth to be delivered during Sunday
TRIANON
—on with the daily dress—and off evening vesper service. Rev. Booth
GOLD & SILVERSMITH
to "play" some more.
is chairman of the Friends Service
batches, Diamonds, Jewelry,
AFTER CURTAIN
Committee in California. This com
This time, however, the "play is mittee is sponsored by the Quaker
Clocks, Silverware
as Epsilon where directress Lillian Church.
Good-Luck Wedding Ring
Kahan has graciously invited cast and
Wilhelmenia Harbert will be guest
House
crew to satisfy their hunger .and relax organist at the service and special
their rehearsal-ragged persons. Those music will be featured.
LIME
218 East Main Street
COAL
among Lillian's guests will be Pat
This Sunday's service will be short
Opposite Court HouSe
BRICK
WOOD
Barrett, Betty Hellbaum, Louise Hall, and will start at 7:00 p. m.
PLASTER
FUEL OIL
Martha Locke, Maxine Barks, Jan
Winan Thompson, Wally
Wiman,
SAND
DIESEL OIL
Lieutenant Liudmilla Pavlichenko,
Dave Farley, Louis
Campodonico,
Russia's woman sniper credited with
ROCK
STOVE OIL - ^
Costonza, George
Fred ki]ling 309 Nazis, has been made an

BOOTH SPEAKS
AT VESPERS

Louis Goodman

(_Everything to be found in a
first class drug store.

GROCERIES
POULTRY
VEGETABLES
(_

FRUITS
MEATS

GAIA-DELUCCHI
American and Channel

YOLLAND ICE & FUEL CO.

that's Doing Tonight?
L®t's Go to the

STOCKTON
ICE RINK ^
B,r

'nS

Car d

"
and Marc Brown, and honorary student at the University
Holden, Lucy
of Michigan.
Mr. and Mrs. Art Farey.

THE REXALL STORE

ROSE PHARMACY
OFFERS EVERYTHING IN THE
LINE OF GIFTS FOR
CHRISTMAS

your Student Body
for special rate

Come in and select yours now!
Li

^oln at West Weber

O N

PACIFIC

AVENUE

CEMENT

GRAVEL

Tel. 6-6966
830 S. Calif.
Stockton

CUB HOUSE

Z_

Operated by

Associated Women's Students
FOUNTAIN SERVICE and SANDWICHES
At All Hours

HOT LUNCHES AT NOON
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SPEECH TOURNEY
STARTS MONDAY
The annual Western. Association
Speech Tournament at San Jose
which will be in session for three
days, begins next Monday.
Upper-division speech students from
Pacific making the trip this year are
Jackie Judge, Margaret Stimmans,
Pearl Steiner, Pauline Davis, Dick
Pederson, and Milton Valentine.
These students will form the debate
squad which will debate on the sub
ject, "Resolved: that the United Na
tions should establish a permanent
federal union."
Jackie Judge, Margaret Stimmon,
Pearl Steiner and Pauline Davis will
enter in the Extemporaneous speeches.
Dick Pederson and Milton Valentine
will enter in upper-division debate.
Jackie Judge, Patty Rieff, Bob Morse
and Howard Lcnz will enter in the
Oratory contest.

College, Jaysee Send Delegates
To Stanford's Conventions

ART EXHIBIT
SHOWS WORKS
OF MODERNS
The new art exhibit in Weber Hall
is composed of study material on
various contemporary artists and
their works. The exhibit, which con
tains brief articles on the lives and
works of the artists, attempts to in
troduce representative members of
various modern schools of art.
Among the artists represented are
Pablo Picasso, Raoul Dufy, who
painted one of the largest murals in
the world for the 1937 Paris Exhi
bition, Diego Rivera, Grant Wood,
painter of the Iowan scene, George
Braque, painter par excellence of
the abstract, Fernand Leger, eminent
cubist, Thomas Benten, painter of
river and rural scenes, Henri-Matisse,
first painter of the school of Paris
to receive the Carnegie Foundation

(Continued from Page 1)
best fit in and to what advantage
they can use their knowledge and
background training.".
Saturday evening. Jack Smith,
president of University of San Fran
cisco, led a lecture on "Campus So
cial Problems." An important resolu
tion which may affect the social life
here on the campus at COP was
adopted and a copy will be sent to
all colleges throughout the country:
Resolved: 1. "No dance shall be
held purely for traditional reasons."
(This may affect our annual Mardi
Gras) ; 2. Social activities shall take
a minimum of time and money.
SUNDAY AFFAIRS
Sunday at 9:30 a. m., Miss Billie
Rowland, Secretary of World Ser
vice Student Fund, spoke on "Stu
dent Aid Funds." Miss Rowland
spoke here on the COP campus a few
weeks ago at assembly.

Lower-division speech students who
will enter in the Progressive Tourna
ment which is a discussion series are
Lionel Olsen, Frank Pierson, John award for painting, and several other
Daniels, Barbara Orr, Alta McClin- modern artists of the modern schools.
tock, Patty Rieff, Bob Morse and
Harold Fisher, vice chairman -of
Howard Lenz.
the Hoover War Library at Stanford
University, lectured next on "PostThis semester the Directors Trophy
War Planning."
for Intramural
Discussion was
awarded to Lionel Olsen who -was
The last lecture of the conference
followed closely by Alta McClinwas delivered by Lewis Mumford,
tock.
professor of Humanities at Stan
ford.
Appointment of O. H. Ritter,
If you want a job —
The convention was closed by the
executive vice-president and comp
last event of the day, a summation
troller of the college, to the chair
of the subjects covered and conclu
manship of the Stockton Price
sions reached.
(Since 1896)
Pjthel, was announced this week.
CONF. PROGRAM
/ The group will supervise local
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
The program of the conference was
war-time price control as a part
California at Weber—Stockton
arranged by Stanford and Califor
tton/
of the acivities of the Stockton
nia. Representatives were present
> We Train You—Place Yo
War Price and Rationing Board.
from California Aggies, College of

Ritter Appointed
To Stockton's
Price Panel

HUMPHREY'S

THE WONDER

Three Forty East Main . . . Stockton

"SPORTS SHOP"
OUR SUPER SUPER

REVERSIBLE RAINCOAT
IS A SMASH-SUCCESS AT

sturdy, hardy, all the protec
tion you need when it rains.
All the good looks you want
when it clears . . . Wind resist
ant as well as water repellant
. . . plaids, plain or corduroy.

Street Floor

l/

PLANNING MEET
The third convention to convene
on the campus at Stanford last
weekend was the Northern Califor
nia Colleges Planning conference of
the Student Christian Association.
Allan Philp, president of the SCA
at College of Pacific, and_ Essie
Tucker, Regional Counsel and secre
tary of the C. O. P., S. C. A., repre
sented College of Pacific and Stock
ton Junior College.
All day Saturday was spent on dis
cussing trends and planning pro
grams for this year. Plans for Asilomar also were discussed. Further
information on Asilomar will be
forthcoming soon.

LEADERS
Leaders and co-chairmen of the
conference were Jim Fowle, of
California and Betty Vellom of U. C.
L. A.
It is expected that more details of
the work done at this conference will
be released at a later date. None are
forthcoming at present.

J**

all complicati
:at'ons by ton" .Untai
got off thee air i„ J®
good style.

Mergenthwirker is

popularity and-^u'^H
rank as the
Popular
grant to emanate fro - fa<1'0
„
J0"1 Radio «
—or (if yOU
dan dream) KW(
self.
Last week John Crabbe
mate b,
vidua's

,

w,,°

have

a

grc"at
6»v.ai

mterc

what the radio studio is doing
They are not experts but!
lay people who have norma,™;
ests and normal reactions to the,
>
done.
Here's the way they ^
1. Radio Stage.
2. Mergenthwirker's Lobbli,

3.
4.
5.
7.

Beside the Bookshelf.
Pacific Musicale.
Pacific Pre-vues.
Round n' About.

Here's why they rated them
way:
They placed Radio Stage at
top of the list because it repre:
ed more talent and more hard«
showed more tendency toward pre
sionalism, than any other of
programs. It is, beyond a doubt,
most ambitious enterprise the can
studio partakes in.
They placed Mergenthwirker's I
blies in second place because
struck them immediately with its
usual and humorous plot, bees
the smooth running of the scr
demonstrated the hard work put
on them. They thought that M
genthwirker's Lobblies might beco
the best show from the college
no time if it kept on improving.
The rest of the shows followed
the order mentioned according
their various merits.

Pacific, Fresno State, Chico State,
Humboldt State, San Jose State,
University of San Francisco, Stan
ford, California and Mills College.
The speakers for the convention
With the singing of the Sweetn
were from Stanford, California, and
heart Song in front of her house, Ar
Mills College.
chites flocked into the home of Pat
FOOTBALL SIDELIGHT
Sidelight of the convention was ty Pierce, housemother, for an en
the Stanford-Oregon State game to joyable evening last Thursday. En
which all of the delegates were giv tertainment was provided by pledges:
en tickets by the host of the confer Don Ratto played some accordion so
los, and a skit called "Look at the
ence.
Stockton Junior College was also Birdie" was presentod.
Refreshments were served with a
represented at Stanford the same
weekend by five members of the Jun special birthday cake honoring Bill
ior College, Dean Corbin, chairman Hunefield's birthday. The thorough Personality of The Week
of the mathematics department; Dean ly enjoyable evening was closed with
Charles Broadhurst. He is the
Corson, dean of men; Mrs. Kathleen the singing of the House Hymn.
standing exponent of the true
L. Seagraves, professor of Business
fessional
radio ma"
man on """
this can
ressionai rauio
English, and Mr. Louis Windmiller,
He holds the lead in Mergentl
registrar of the Junior College, were
er's Lobblies every week and has
delegates from Stockton Junior Col
the lead in Radio Stage twice
lege to the semi-annual meeting of
year.
(Continued from Page I) *
the Northern California Junior Col except for students who have re
He puts more work in at the
lege Association.
dio than any other student at
ceived notice of -induction.
SIXTEEN COLLEGES
deeply interested in all phases o
MAY CHANGE STATUS
From four to six representatives
Members of the Army Enlisted Re dio work. He is generally ' ®
attended from each of the sixteen serve with the exception of those of as having the best chance
junior colleges in the association. The who are members of the Advanced the big time of any of J°hn
association is one of three making up Course Reserve Officers Training proteges.
the California Federation of Junior Corps may apply at any time for
Colleges, which in turn is a member transfer to the Army Air Corps En
s
of the National association.
listed Reserve. Those who can not
The meeting was concerned with meet the Air Corps examination will
How Are We Meeting the Emerg continue with his status in the En
ency?" There were six parts to the listed Reserve Corps.
discussion, each part being led by a
A pleasant background ^

Archites Honor
Patty Pierce

New Rest Room'
Weber Hall Feature

representative from one of the jun
ior colleges. The sub-topics discussed
were: Enrollment, Faculty, Curricu
lum (James Corson, dean of men at
Stockton Junior College and College
of Pacific delivering the lecture) Ac
celerated Programs, CommunitySertrtroe
TT1
vices, and Placement of Students
during college and after graduation.

COMPILATION
The information of the conference

This Year Shop
Early
At the Glamorous Christmas Store

This conference was also the guest
of Stanford at the football game.

Mr. Mergenthwirkclot more jams with V -g0t '•
blies last

ERC Candidates
Have Deadline

The kind of a raincoat to meet
up with a storm . . . Staunch,

SgsS

is to be compiled and distributed to
the member junior colleges of the
Association.
New officers elected for the new
term were: President, Vernon Mickelson, Sacramento Junior College;
Vice President, Lloyd Luckman, San
Francisco Junior College, and Kath
leen L. Seagraves, Stockton Junior
College, re-elected as secretary-treas-

WOMEN'S HALL HONORS
HOUSEMOTHER
Women s Hall Annex entertained
at a reception Sunday, November 15,
given in honor of their new house
mother, Mrs. Laura Stoltz. Receiving
t e guests was the President of the
Annex, Pattie Schuler, Vice Presi
dent Dottie Huffman, Secretary WiThompson, Treasurer Betty
"bur, also greeting were Ester
Harlow and Billie Thorp.

BLEWETT'S
We Make Our Own
I C

E CREAM
d a i l y

2017 Pacific

— Phone 2-2830

Orders to take out. Wo

—

M. .

work-weary girls can
Room 201 at Weber Halb^ ^
and Economic students
this a restful atmosphere
a cot, chairs, and ot ef
a
make all the girls °n
campus comfortable.
The reason for *is ™ofl)pla
cause different girls n
^pus
that there is no place °n^st Ju
different students gently, J
their free time. L ' ,eil0tz, ^
Wiens and Miss P
with their classes, hav
make this possible.
^ jt.
Miss Wiens is in cha^nitor. '
appoints a girl to be: a• &
jll
-I.O !c
means she
is in
in chart,
. sbt < ^t
things in the room
^jngS
that it is locked an
back in order.

dass

Of the freshman
(Minn.) State Teach

V

c01>.

)vj|i
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Navy Beats Pacific To End Jaysee Meets
Modesto On
Worst Season In Years Tuesday
presto Johnson Leads Sailors
In 14-0 Win Over Weary Tigers

Rainy Season
CRISS
CROSSES Halts Tennis
By LEROY CHRISMAN

Newly Organized Cubs
Play First Game

It was announced earlier this
weel^that the Stockton Junior Col
gERT NELSON
By
lege football team would at last
San Diego's football playing sailors put the finishing
be realized when the Cubs travel
touches on the most dismal College of Pacific season in years to Modesto for an encounter with
last Saturday in the southern city when they romped to a 14-0 the Modesto Junior College Pi
rates Tues. The game will start
win over a crippled Tiger squad.
at 2:00 P.M.

The game, third in eight days and the 101st in the local coach
;„z story of A. A. Stagg, brought
I0 a close a season saved only by the
ictories over Chico State and Cali
fornia Aggies which gave Pacific its
jurd straight conference champion

jENDS CAREER

shipJOHNSON STARS

Three of the Boots' top players
lad received much pre-game pub
licity as stars, and they turned out to
b just that. Top man was Presto
Johnston, high scoring fullback, with
Irhom the Tigers became familiar
uhen his two touchdowns helped
SMU to a 34-0 victory over the Ben
gals last season.
Completing the trio were A1
Braga, former breakaway back
from USF, and Bud Jungmichel,
standout guard from the Uni
versity of Texas. And here's
what the three did to wreck
Pacific's hopes.
Braga started first,.firing two pass
es which advanced the San Diegan's
22 yards to the visitor's 20 yard
marker.
Then Johnston took over, gaining IS
yards in two plays and bilsting
through for a touchdown on the
third.
FIRST HALF SCORE

Freshmen and Sophomores
who saw action on the varsity
are in shape and keyed up for
the game this afternoon. Some
who didn't break into the lineup
on the varsity are anxious to get
their hands on the ball.

Don Huff Is
Ace Tackle
For Tigers
Although the Tigers wound up
their season last Saturday at San
Diego, there was a fellow in the
Tiger line who played his last
game and deserves special mention
before the 1942 season is com
pletely forgotten.

Enter Jungmichel, whose place
ment kick made the score 7-0 with
t few minutes left in the first half.
Johnston came back in the last
period, discarding his running tactics
for those of a passer. His first of
He is Don Huff.
fering, a thirty-yard toss to end
Don attended Burlingame High
foy Ogas, resulted in a touchdown
"hen the end iateraled to back Bob school where he was a star tackle
Frumley who went 32 more yards from 1936 to 1939. He was presi
lor the score.
dent of the senior class of '39. Dur
ing his last year in high school he
Jungmichel converted, the ser- was vice-president of the student
v'ce men their fifth straight en
body.

counter of an undefeated season,
Pacific dropped its second
'ft in four days to a bluejacket
s<Wad.

acific's injury riddled 28-man
none t|le ^^er for a wearing
j ln an<l bus trip, had little to offer
" 'he way of attack, the Tigers'
®°5' Potent offensive effort fizzling
Jj'the-28-yard line. It was Johnston
0 intercepted Armand Minetto's
'° end the Orange and Black
5Quad,

Popped on nine
;y.o'"

S°ots, on the other hand, had
c. . otJler chances, in the first and
quarters. An attempted lateral
*kich
Sot away halted a serious
"treat
a(ter
'he Bengal's line, shortly
- opening kickoff. The final
torts nd°Ut feature of the locals' eftd jS ^as Ihe fine kicking job turn
ip11 y -dinetto who started at left
Can];'0 p'ace of the injured Johnnie
vjr(jCla' His best effort was a 67
- tr which stopped dead on the
"Cots'
seven-yard mark.
!<;

BILL LUNT
UNION OIL
PRODUCTS
° n Pacific

The Bengal cubs will be led by
Coach Larry Siemering, who along
with the members of the team has
been concentrating his resdurces on
the varsity squad up until this week.
Due to a major transportation
problem at the beginning of the school
year, the cubs were unable to or
ganize a team. Later in semester,
however, it was thought that games
might be scheduled for the varsity
reserves—a thing which never mater
ialized until this week.

AT SMJC
The following fall he enrolled at
San Mateo Junior College. The Bull
dogs had a powerhouse grid team
in 1939, and was sprinkled with vet
erans. However, Huff gained a firststring berth on an eleven that was
second to none in Northern Cali
fornia Jaysee circuit.

The Bulldogs wrought havoc
with every team that year and
the next season when they rolled
up 25 or more points against
practically every opponent. San
Mateo won the Conference "A'
division title for two straight
years with Huff as a prominent
member of thfis outfit both sea
sons.
Last year Don transferred here as
a junior. In his two seasons at Paci
fic he has done an awful lot for the
Tigers, in gaining his reputation as
a "sixty-minute" man.

60-MINUTE MAN

Among the members of the newly
organized J. C. team are: Armando
Minetto, Jim Torvik, A! Cardoza,
Gene Molle, Wayne Fender, Bob
Lynch, George Kerr, Gene Ridley,
Galen Klusmire and Joe Mendez.

SLAUGHTER
PICKS
STANFORD

A

Predictions of the week: Notre
Dame and Michigan both couldn't win
last week, but they will this Saturday.
This week's a bad week—for every
thing—nothin' much to say—can think
a lot, but can't say much.
Teams all over the nation have
gone to the top, only to be upset by
a team which was predicted not to
have a chance, and there may be more
of this before it's time to hang up
the uniforms.
On the Pacific Coast there is no
undefeated team which is the unani
mous choice for the Rose Bowl. The
team which is now a rumored choice
is Washington State,

vember 24.

BASKETBALL
In the third round intramural bas
ketball competition, Rhizomia default
ed to Dorm as did the Termites to
West Town. Neither East Town nor
Manor appeared for its encounter,
but Omega Phi defeated Archania
45 to 28. Rhizomia beat the Termites
in a very close and exciting game
with a final score of 26 to 22. Omega
Phi trounced Manor 54-26.

STANDINGS
Omego Phi
Dorm
West Town
Archania'

Won Lost Pet.
3
0
1000
2
0
1000
2
0
1000
1
1
500

Rhizomia

1

2

333

East Town
Manor
Termites

0
0
0

2
3
3

000
000
000

FUTURE SKED
The basketball schedule next week
will be played on two of the three first
nights of the week, but the exact
days cannot be set as the City League
is planning a schedule which may
have some conflictions. The evening
basketball class participates in that ,
tournament. The exact days will be
posted early next week. The fol
lowing teams will meet in the fourth
round:
East Town-Dorm.
Omega Phi-Termites.
Manor-Rhizomia.
Archania-West Town.

The Stanford-California game is
the big one of the week as far as
local fans are concerned, but it
doesn't loook too good for the Bears.
Here are the scores:

7
6

Stockton J. C.
Modesto J. C.
Army
Princeton

19
7

Baylor
Southern Methodist

13
14

Stanford
California
Great Lakes
Illinois
Ohio State
Michigan
Minnesota
Wisconsin
Missouri
Fordham
Navy Preflight
Santa Clara
Notre Dame
Northwestern
Oregon
Oregon State
U. C. L. A.
Washington
Indiana
Purdue
%

20
7
13
7
27
23
14
7
21
7
20
13
27
13
6
0
20
6
19
7

,

and

p

Wonder if Corky Collier's go
ing to come back—hope so,
'cause he's a pretty good Joe.
Corky hasn't got his name in
the big 'Frisco papers; he's not
candidate for all-America. But
he's played a hell of a lot of
football, the last two years. He's
taken the roughest kind of beat
ing at guard for two seasons—
always smilin'. That's the way
we like a guy—always smilin'.

Tennis matches which were stalled
this week due to the rain, will be
contested in the order originally
scheduled, beginning Tuesday, No

With football season nearly
snowed under and only a few
games left on the schedules of the
colleges throughout the country,
teams will be pointing toward the
post-season bowl games.

The Bookmark

L^ -ZZ*I <>'ui »Tll ™
A vpnitp
.vnerts-to graduate

Funny, but it really isn't—a tear
kind of comes to your eye when you
get to thinking about it—football
wasn't quite the fun this year that it
was in the past. People are just a
little confused an3 a little sad these
days.
Wonder how many guys are going_
to get it.

Schedule

By CLARE SLAUGHTER

He is a demon on defense and
offense. Standing over six feet, two
inches, and tipping the scales at the
206-pound mark, "sixty-minute-man
ZTZ
size to the fullest ad
vantage.
Seldom does a runner 1/
New Stock of
sneak through him for he always
FICTION, NON-FICTION
plugs up the holes on his side of the
good job of opening holes for Tiger
hacks For this reason Don Huff has
been one of the greatest players on
A: Stagg's 53rd gridiron
Coach A.

Notre Dame 20, Michigan 32—
Happy Day!
The brown leaves of autumn are
floating gently to the earth—the
skies are cloudy, dirty, and very,
cold. Men are putting their suits
away for the last time—both foot
ball and civilian.

CHILDREN'S BOOKS
— RENTAL LIBRARY —

Hours 10 A.M. to 9 P.M.
GEORGE LEISTNER

2101 Pacific Avenue
Stockton, California

WHEN IT RAINS ... AND RAINS
You don't have to feel responsible for this
hat. It takes care of itself ... in poplin or
corduroy. Wear it anywhere you need to feel
comfortable and free. The style is there and
stays . . . and of course it's shower-proof!

Priced from $1.95 to $2.95

BRAVO & McKIISAN
Men's Clothing -.- Hats

Furnishings

313 - 317 EAST MAIN STREET
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STAGG ENDS
53RD YEAR
AS COACH

ATHLETES'
FEATS
By JACK HANNER

ARMISTICE DAY ENCOUNTER

Grand Old Man Started
At Yale Long Ago

On His Way

And,so Coach Amos Al
Qf
n
Stagg has ended another W*
otba
season—his
•
°
season his fifty-third m aI1
his tenth year of the Coll
Ulle6e <
Pacific.

Old man football is getting weary
and is just about to drqp out of sight.
He has had so many upsets and dis
appointments that he is not sure that
he will be back next year to be
kicked around and have people say
nasty things about him.
He has leased his bunk to a young
er sport—basket ball—and waiting to
see what he can do in this war-torn
world.
Yes, football is on its way out and
basket ball is about to step in and
take its place. There are a few
more games scheduled—but as far as
the College of Pacific is concerned
football has gone and now the gym
nasium is in the lime light as the
basketeers begin to work out.

Before coming to the local scW
Stagg was head coach at the n
versity of Chicago, but was f„
to retire because of an age liJT*
9
by that institution.
BEAT CHICAGO
19m I'" t0°k Ws T,gers bac
t rt
to the old stamping ground where k
outfit did themselves mighty pro '

by defeating the Chicago team 33!

Not the Best
Pacific's football season was not
the best that has been seen here, but
it did provide some exciting moments
for those who did turn out to see
the games. The Fresno encounter
offered as many tense moments as
any football game could, and the
spirit shown was never any better.
There are those who played much
and there are those who played little Sea Lion Tommy Ryan scoots around left end in the Armistics Day game with Pacific as
—but they all played.
Jim Torvk and Bob Lynch move over to stop him.
There are those who played good
and there are those who played as
good as they knew or had the chance.
There are those who deserved credit
for what they did and never got it.
"With physical conditioning the
It was no wonder that the Tigers
duty of every young man in the
lost their game last Saturday at San
country, cross country running has
Diego. Nearly half the team was
a
higher place than ever in the fall
injured in one way or another, but
sports
program," track coach Earl
they only let two touchdowns get by.
Jackson asserted yesterday.
It might have been the other way
While there is little likelihood of
around if the team hadn't had such
cross country becoming a recognized
bad luck and just finished a game
Chris Kjeldsen's quintet-on-stilts spent a week of regular sport this winter, Jackson is anxious
on Armistice Day.
to have as many trackmen and others
practice and by yesterday were rounding into form.
Chances Are Good
The entire squad mastered the simple but swift Kjeld- as possible taking informal workouts.
Chances for a championship bas
"fsen offensive and the group is now
ketball team seem the best ever this
which is necessary for any coach to ready for extensive half-court scrim
year. There has been a good turn
out thus far, and mighty fine mater do his best, and if the fellows show maging.
ial at that. Coach Kjeldsen has been the right kind of spirit, then we will
The young coach in looking for
putting the boys through the paces see plenty of fireworks
in the local ward to his frist game sometime
and already the boys show the mak pavilion this year.
early next month with the Pacific
ings of the best Pacific team in many
The addition of Junior College
Alumni.
It is a traditional tilt, and
years.
transfers will no doubt strengthen
has
opened
the season for the Tigers
If Chris can get the co-operation the Tiger Casaba outfit.
since 'way back when.'

Kjeldsen's King-Sized Basket
Team Opens Next Month

RUNNING STRESSED

Tigers Will Begin 1942 Season
Against Pacific's Star Grads

Stagg has coached or playtd
football almost ever since the
game was started and has the
longest coaching record in the
country. Now well up in years
he looks back to the days when
he was nominated on the first
all-American team, while play,
ing for Yale.
He has seen all types of footbal
played and knows nearly the wholi
history of the game. Stagg ha;
been there many times when the rules
for the next season have been draivt
LED NOTRE DAME
In 1940 the Tigers traveled 1
South Bend for an encounter ivil
the Notre Dame 'eleven and in s
the excitement, the Staggmen score
first and led by seven points unt
nearly half-time.
This year Mr. Stagg came
back to coach another football
team after it was thought that
he jvould retire and the game
would be dropped at Pacific for
the duration. Stagg is not ready
to quit and as long as he is able
he will continue his life work.
Although the Tigers wound u|
was not too successful, he still turn
ed out a team with some good play
ers and a tricky offensive.

PAST GAMES
In the past the aged court stars
have put up quite a battle, even win

<

>

f

MEN AGE 17
WOMEN AGE 19
Wanted for salesmen and saleswomen
Full or Part Time

Good Salary
plus commission

Apply at

STANDARD STATION
3248 Pacific Avenue

ning at times. But in recent years
they haven't had a show.
In fact since 1940, when the Tigers
took a new lease on intercollegiate
basketball, they have been smothered
under deluges of points.
Last year Bob Nikkei, this sea
son's mainstay, made 22 points
against the Oldsters and helped his
team establish a new high of over
sixty points against them.
The 1942 Tigers have it all over
last Fall's outfit in height, speed and
class. According to the dope they are
prepared to make all comers look
like bush-leaguers.
BIG GAMES
The tough, fast schedule which in
cludes teams like Saint Mary's Preflight—featuring the inimitable Hank
Luisetti, Saint Mary's University
with Gus Mota, University of San
Francisco, and Mujhy Silver, also
many others.
According to Kjeldsen the team is
progressing favorably and will be
ready for its opener in December.
Meanwhile, the process of measur
ing squad members for new uniforms
has begun. It is planned that the
uniforms will be all black with
orange trimmings and orange num
bers. The pants will be jockey satin
and the shirts of extra-wear rayon.
SWEAT CLOTHES

"Hi. Recognize me? I'm one of
your crowd. You see, I speak f°
Coca-Cola, known, too, as Cok
I speak for both. They ni,e
the same thing. The 9an®
say I look just like Co
tastes. And you m"1
TRADE-MARK

Delicious and
Refreshing

5'

that delicious and refresh'
taste this side of Coca-Co1
dup'«Nobody else can
if."

